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Abstract: Trypanosoma and Plasmodium species are unicellular, eukaryotic pathogens that have
evolved the capacity to survive and proliferate within a human host, causing sleeping sickness and

malaria, respectively. They have very different survival strategies. African trypanosomes divide in

blood and extracellular spaces, whereas Plasmodium species invade and proliferate within host
cells. Interaction with host macromolecules is central to establishment and maintenance of an

infection by both parasites. Proteins that mediate these interactions are under selection pressure

to bind host ligands without compromising immune avoidance strategies. In both parasites, the
expansion of genes encoding a small number of protein folds has established large protein fami-

lies. This has permitted both diversification to form novel ligand binding sites and variation in

sequence that contributes to avoidance of immune recognition. In this review we consider two
such parasite surface protein families, one from each species. In each case, known structures

demonstrate how extensive sequence variation around a conserved molecular architecture pro-

vides an adaptable protein scaffold that the parasites can mobilise to mediate interactions with
their hosts.
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Introduction

Surface proteins lie at the heart of the interactions

between parasites and their hosts. As a result they

are highly adapted to mediate diverse functions.

They bind to host ligands, allowing them to invade

host cells or interact with host tissues. They bind to

host macromolecules that can be used as nutrients.

However, they also avoid interactions with molecules

of the host immune system, both innate and adapt-

ive, to avoid clearance of the infection.

Plasmodium parasites invade host cells, includ-

ing hepatocytes and erythrocytes, allowing them to

access an environment sheltered from the host

immune system in which they can multiply. Two

families of parasite proteins, the “erythrocyte-
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binding like” and “reticulocyte-binding like” (EBL

and RBL) proteins, are critical in the early stages of

erythrocyte invasion, though interactions with

human receptors.1,2 Of these, the EBLs, including

EBA-175 from P. falciparum and the Duffy-binding

protein (DBP) from P. vivax, are best understood,

and contain the Plasmodium-specific Duffy-binding

like (DBL) domain as a ligand-binding module.3,4

In the most deadly forms of malaria, caused by

Plasmodium falciparum, adhesive PfEMP1 proteins

are present on the surface of infected erythrocytes.5

These DBL domain containing proteins mediate

attachment to tissues and endothelial surfaces, hold-

ing the parasites away from splenic clearance and

allowing them to divide and develop. Important symp-

toms of malaria result from this adhesion and acquired

immunity to severe and pregnancy-associated malaria

correlates with the presence of antibodies that target

these proteins.6,7

In contrast, African trypanosomes are predomi-

nantly extracellular parasites, living free in the host

blood and tissue spaces. The absence of a require-

ment for host cell invasion does not remove the need

for surface protein families. Indeed, to evade popula-

tion clearance despite constant exposure to the host

adaptive immune system, they have evolved a

unique surface. This includes a layer of the variant

surface glycoprotein (VSG) that coats the entire cell

surface providing protection to other proteins.8

Within this coat operate important nutrient recep-

tors and surface proteins with a role in avoiding the

toxic effects of innate immune factors.9

While Plasmodium and African trypanosome

species have very different life cycles, their surface

proteins have many similar requirements. Both par-

asites operate in the context of the adaptive immune

system, and the VSGs and PfEMP1s have therefore

diversified into large and complex families, allowing

parasites to switch expression through antigenic

variation to avoid immune detection. However, mem-

bers of both families must also interact with unvary-

ing host receptors and nutrient molecules, leading to

a requirement for conserved binding faces. Here, we

consider the protein folds at the heart of these two

surface protein families, the VSG-fold and related

three-helical bundle, and the DBL domains, review-

ing what we know about these adaptable architec-

tures and how they are used by the parasites that

express them.

The trypanosome surface and the three-helical

bundle fold

The surface coat of an African trypanosome is highly

adapted and unique. It is packed with proteins, is

under constant flux through rapid membrane recy-

cling and is regularly remodelled by antigenic varia-

tion. The primary protein component, with some 5 3

106 dimers per cell, equivalent to �10% of total

cellular protein, is the variant surface glycoprotein

(VSG). The VSG is the key component in a popula-

tion survival strategy. While many hundreds of VSG

genes are present in the Trypanosoma brucei

genome, only one is expressed in any individual cell.

When the immunoglobulin titre against this VSG is

sufficient, the population expressing it will be killed.

The parasite population then survives through a low

frequency stochastic switch to expression of a differ-

ent VSG. If the VSG is novel in the host, clonal

expansion allows the new population to expand,

until it in turn is recognized. Iterations of switching

and clonal expansion produce an infection that can

last for decades.8,10

Structural studies, conducted some 20 years ago,

demonstrated that, despite a high degree of sequence

diversification, VSGs share a common fold.11 More

recent studies have shown that this fold, and the

related three-helical bundle architecture, can diversify

further, generating ligand-binding functions essential

for trypanosome survival and human infectivity.12

The variant surface glycoprotein
Structural studies showed that the VSGs form elon-

gated dimers.11,13,14 In T. brucei, each monomer con-

tains a large N-terminal domain of some 350–400

residues, and a smaller, 40–80 residue C-terminal

domain, both of which can be classified based on

their patterns of disulphide bonds.15 In some other

African trypanosome species, including T. congolense

and T. vivax, the VSGs lack C-terminal domains.

The VSG N-terminal domains show as little as

16–20% sequence identity [Fig. 1(A)], and yet struc-

tures of two such domains revealed a remarkable

conservation of molecular architecture [Fig.

1(B)].11,13,14 Each monomer is dominated by a long

a-helical hairpin, spanning nearly the full �100 Å

length of the domain. The hairpins are twisted, with

kinks towards the centre of each helix. Each dimer

broadens at both the “tip” and the “base” to 40–60 Å

in diameter. The “tip” lies furthest from the C-

terminal membrane attachment site and is formed

from the end of the helical hairpin and a small

three-stranded b-sheet, both decorated with a series

of loop insertions and stabilized by two disulphide

bonds. A third strand snakes down the hairpin

towards the C-terminus, partially forming a third

helix, before reaching the base. This “base” is made

from a series of conserved a-helices. In T. brucei this

is linked to a small, compact, disulphide bond stabi-

lized C-terminal domain16 or didomain17 with a GPI

membrane anchor.

Comparison of the two available N-terminal

domain structures revealed significant architectural

similarity, with 60% of the residues aligning with an

rmsd of just 1.8 Å despite just 16% sequence identity

[Fig. 1(B)]. Structure-based alignment of ten A type

VSGs based on these two structures revealed only
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Figure 1. The trypanosome surface proteins. A: The conservation of the variant surface glycoproteins (VSGs). Residues that

are conserved in the A type VSGs are plotted onto the structure of ILTat 1.24 with absolutely conserved residues in red and

similar residues in yellow. Conserved residues are predominantly buried in the core of the protein, as seen in the surface repre-

sentation. B: Alignment of the structures of the VSGs ILTat 1.24 (green) and MITat 1.2 (blue) showing the conserved architec-

ture. C: A comparison of the structures of the VSG ILTat 1.24 and the T. congolense haptoglobin-hemoglobin receptor

(HpHbR). Equivalent helices are shown in the same color, indicating the conserved basic architecture of the three helical

bundles.
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five totally conserved residues (four cysteines and a

glycine) and 81 residues with conserved chemical

properties [Fig. 1(A)]. These conserved residues are

predominantly buried and are important in deter-

mining the protein fold.11 They include heptad

repeats with hydrophobic faces that seal together

the a-helices of the hairpin, glycine, or proline resi-

dues at the kinks in these a-helices and a conserved

glycine that allows the two monomers to approach

closely at the dimer interface. These features are

also observed in the other VSG classes, demonstrat-

ing the likelihood of a conserved fold across the

entire protein family.18

The VSGs therefore show a remarkable capacity

to diverge in sequence while maintaining a con-

served architecture through retention of a core set of

structurally important residues. Through this, they

maintain the integrity of the parasite surface, while

allowing surface sequence variation to permit eva-

sion of immune detection.

Development of ligand binding by the VSGs

While VSGs have no specific ligand, members of the

wider VSG family provide the trypanosomes with

important ligand-binding properties. The first identi-

fied of these was the transferrin receptor (TfR). This

heterodimer is encoded by the ESAG6 and ESAG7

genes, which have evolved from an A-type VSG.19,20

These two subunits share the essential features of

the VSG fold. These include the heptad repeats, the

conserved disulphides and the conserved glycine

that is indicative of the dimer interface. The recep-

tor is therefore predicted to adopt a classical dimeric

VSG fold. It has been proposed that the absence of

the C-terminal domains shorten the long axis of the

TfR and allows the longer VSG to confer some pro-

tection.21 However, this model is dependent on

assumptions about the relative degree of extension

of unstructured parts of both the VSG and TfR.

Four blocks of sequence which map to the loops at

the membrane distal tip of TfR are predicted to form

the binding site, and mutations in these loops alter

transferrin binding, suggesting that sequence varia-

tion of exposed surface loops resulted in a VSG with

ligand binding properties.22

In addition, two distinct genes, both derived from

different VSG genes, encode proteins that play a criti-

cal role in determining whether trypanosomes can

survive the onslaught of trypanolytic factors (TLFs),

innate immune factors present in human serum.

TLFs are large lipoprotein complexes that contain

the pore forming toxin, ApoLI.23 If taken up into the

lysosome, ApoLI causes lysosomal swelling and cell

death.24 Two trypanosome subspecies, T. b. rhode-

siense and T. b. gambiense are able to infect humans

by resisting the effects of TLFs. In T. b. rhodesiense,

the serum resistance associated protein (SRA) allows

trypanosomes to bind to, and detoxify ApoLI.25 In T.

b. gambiense, the presence of TgsGP is necessary but

not sufficient for protection from TLFs through a not

fully substantiated mechanism.26,27

Both SRA and TgsGP are derived from VSGs.

TgsGP has the features of a classical VSG N-

terminal domain, with greatest similarity to a B-

type VSG, but lacks a C-terminal domain.28 In con-

trast, SRA contains a C-terminal didomain, but has

a truncated N-terminal domain, marked by an inter-

nal 126-residue deletion. The features required to

generate the a-helical hairpin, the heptad repeats

and conserved disulphide bonds, are present, but the

deletion is predicted to remove the loops found at

the membrane distal tip, leading to a structure

which will be as long, but narrower, than a VSG.29

Therefore, a variety of modifications to the VSG

fold, including loss of C-terminal domains and trun-

cations of membrane distal loops, combined with

sequence variation, have generated atypical variants

with altered functions. This allowed the develop-

ment of a novel class of receptors that can function

in the context of a VSG coat, permitting parasites to

take up nutrients and to evade innate immunity.

The simplified architecture of the three-helical

bundles
In addition, trypanosomes express a variety of other

GPI-anchored membrane proteins that show no

sequence similarity to VSGs. These include the

haptoglobin-hemglobin receptor (HpHbR), which

plays a dual role in the uptake of HpHb as a source

of haem and in the uptake of TLF particles.30 A

recent structure of HpHbR from T. congolense12

revealed an elongated, monomeric molecule, with a

total length of 112 Å [Fig. 1(C)]. The receptor is built

primarily from a three-helical bundle, with the heli-

ces spanning nearly its whole length. At the mem-

brane distal side, it broadens into a compact head

structure containing an additional three short heli-

ces. This is stabilised by the only disulphide bond

present in the molecule and contains a patch of con-

served residues essential for binding to HpHb.12

This architecture is not unique, but is also observed

in a trypanosome protein of unknown function,

GARP,31 and is likely to be shared by a family of

other GPI-anchored surface molecules.

Although HpHbR is significantly simpler in

structure than a VSG, it has a similar molecular

architecture [Fig. 1(C)]. The N-terminal two helices

of HpHbR share a path with the helical hairpin of

the VSGs, including the kink in the first helix. The

third helix of HpHbR also shares the path of the hel-

ical part of the third strand of the VSGs. It therefore

seems highly likely that the VSGs, and members of

the HpHbR-related protein family have evolved from

a common ancestor built on a three-helical bundle

architecture. In HpHbR, this fold has remained sim-

ple, allowing evolution of a ligand binding surface
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patch, but without significant further elaboration. In

the VSGs, the selection pressure to diversify for

immune evasion has led to development of further

structural complexity, with breaking of the third

helix present on the most exposed side of the mole-

cule into a less regular strand and the generation of

complex loops at the membrane distal tip. Through

these means, the simple helical bundle architecture

has developed into an array of proteins that can

play diverse roles in the same membrane system.

Host parasite interactions in malaria

Malaria is caused by Plasmodium parasites. These

unicellular organisms invade host cells, including

human hepatocytes and erythrocytes, in which they

can divide and proliferate away from detection by

the immune system. Host cell invasion is a complex

process, requiring intricate molecular machinery

that includes parasite surface proteins that interact

with human erythrocyte surface ligands.32 These

parasite proteins come predominantly from two pro-

tein families, the EBL and RBL proteins.1,2

Despite the advantages of total seclusion from

the immune system within a host cell, Plasmodium

falciparum, the parasite that causes the most deadly

forms of malaria, also exports proteins, including the

PfEMP1 family, to the infected erythrocyte surface.

PfEMP1s are surface exposed, and mediate interac-

tions with a variety of human ligands, including

ICAM-1, CD36 and EPCR.33–35 This aids parasite

survival as it tethers infected erythrocytes within

the microvasculature, preventing them from being

filtered from the blood by the spleen. It also leads to

some of the most deadly symptoms of the disease,

with infected erythrocyte accumulation in the brain

resulting in inflammation during cerebral malaria

and accumulation within the placenta resulting in

pregnancy associated malaria. As a result, naturally

acquired immunity to severe malaria correlates with

immunoglobulins that bind to PfEMP1s.6,7

The architecture of the DBL domain

Plasmodium species have evolved a number of pro-

tein folds for molecular recognition. One of the most

common, and the best understood, is the DBL

domain. This �40 kDa domain is present as a recep-

tor recognition module in the EBL invasion proteins

and is the predominant domain found in the

PfEMP1s. In recent years, a number of crystal struc-

tures have been solved for DBL domains, and stud-

ies have started to show how multiple domains can

be combined to produce binding proteins with

diverse ligands.

Structures of ten different DBL domains are

available from invasion receptors (EBA-175, EBA-

140, DBP, and MSPDBL2)3,4,36–38 and PfEMP1s.39–41

Structure-based sequence alignment of these

domains reveals a remarkably low level of sequence

identity with just 14 residues (about 4%) totally con-

served in these 10 domains, while around 15% of

residues are similar (Fig. 2). Despite this, DBL

domain structures are built on a conserved scaffold,

with a core helical architecture present in all

domains. All of the conserved residues lie buried

within the DBL domain fold and play structurally

important roles [Fig. 3(A,B)].

The DBL domains have been described as being

composed of three subdomains (SD1, SD2, and

SD3)4 [Fig. 3(C)]. The first two subdomains fold

together, with SD2 containing a four helical bundle

present in all DBL domains and SD1 lacking con-

served secondary structure and wrapping around

SD2. Three of the conserved residues, all trypto-

phans (W1404, W1405, and W1413 in DBL3X of

var2csa), lie on the forth helix of SD2, stabilizing

interactions with other helices and maintaining the

fold. This core architecture is decorated with a wide

variety of loops and helices in different domains.

These loops are often longer and more complex in

DBL domains from PfEMP1 proteins than in DBL

domains from proteins used in invasion processes.

Indeed, the DBL1 domain of var0 is the most deco-

rated DBL domain structure visualised to date41

[Fig. 3(D)]. The DBL1 domains of PfEMP1s protrude

furthest from the infected erythrocyte and are there-

fore the most exposed to the immune system. The

greater structural complexity of DBL1 domains may

be driven by this greater accessibility to immuno-

globulin binding and provides greater potential for

sequence diversity, facilitating immune evasion and

development of novel binding functions.

SD3 also has a conserved core architecture, con-

taining a long two a-helical hairpin, together with a

third partially helical strand, that snakes back along

the bundle. Two conserved residues (W1457 and

Y1508) stabilize the interaction between these two

helices while a third (G1360) allows a tight turn

between helices two and three. In addition, in nearly

all cases, the distal end of SD3 is stabilised by the

presence of three disulphide bonds. SD2 and SD3

are linked together through a rigid interface, in

which the remaining conserved residues on both

SD2 (R1268, D1353) and SD3 (Q1445, W1453, and

E1456) form a series of salt bridges.

Therefore, as in the VSGs, the few conserved

residues in the DBL domains are buried, stabilizing

the domain structure. Around this simple conserved

helical architecture the domain can diversify, both

through changes to the exposed faces of helices and

through decoration with loops of highly varying

length and sequence. These loops emerge from the

domain in all directions, ensuring different surface

shapes and chemical properties. Diversification of

these surfaces, built on a versatile protein fold, has

allowed the domain to be used for binding functions,

and to vary to allow evasion of immune detection.
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Figure 2. Structure-based alignment of the sequences of the 10 structurally characterized DBL domains. The sequences of the ten DBL

domains with known structures were aligned using structural information, revealing very few conserved residues. DBL3 is the DBL3X

domain of var2csa (pdb:3BQI); EBA175D1 and D2 are the two DBL domains from EBA-175 (pdb:1ZRL); PkDBP is from the Duffy-binding

protein from P. knowlesi (pdb:26CJ); DBL6 is the DBL6e domain of var2csa (pdb:2WAU); VarODBL1 is the DBL1a domain from the var0

PfEMP1 (pdb:2YK0); PvDBP is from the Duffy-binding protein from P. vivax (pdb:3RRC); EBA140D1 and D2 are the DBL domains from

EBA-140 (pdb:4JN0); MSPDBL2 is the DBL domain from merozoite surface protein MSPDBL2 (pdb:2VUU). Alignments were performed

in fugue and visualized using Esprit.
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Numerous Plasmodium proteins are therefore built

from this fold, with domains linked together in tan-

dem to generate complex protein ectodomains.

The invasion proteins—DBL tandems and

dimerization
Although the modular nature of DBL domain contain-

ing proteins suggested a mix-and-match arrangement

of distinct binding modules, the DBL domains in inva-

sion proteins appear to not work alone. Structural

studies of both P. falciparum EBA-175 and P. vivax

DBP suggest that their DBL domains dimerise on

ligand engagement, with ligand-binding sites formed

in clefts at the dimerization interface.

EBA-175 is EBL protein that binds to the sialic

acid modified erythrocyte surface protein, glycophorin

A, with both the protein chain and the carbohydrate

modification required for high-affinity binding. The

structure reveals an ectodomain containing two DBL

domains linked by a three helical bundle to form a

rigid, elongated structure.3 In the crystal, the ectodo-

mains are arranged as an anti-parallel dimer and

Figure 3. The structure of the DBL domain. A: Conservation of the DBL fold. Conserved residues are plotted onto the structure

of the DBL3X domain of var2csa, with absolutely conserved residues in red and similar residues in yellow. The conserved resi-

dues include three main patches: one stabilizing subdomain 2 (W1404, W1405, and W1414), one stabilizing subdomain 3

(W1457 and Y1508) and one stabilizing the interface between subdomains 2 and 3 (R1268, D1353, Q1445, W1453, and E1456).

B: Very few of these conserved residues are found on the surface of the protein, as illustrated by the surface representations

colored as in A. C: The division of the DBL domain into three subdomains: subdomain 1 in yellow, subdomain 2 in orange, and

subdomain 3 in red. D: Comparison of the DBL1 domain of EBA175 (red) with the DBL1 domain of the var0 PfEMP1 proteins

(blue), showing the greater complexity of the more exposed PfEMP1 domain.
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solution studies at higher concentrations also show

the presence of dimer [Fig. 4(A)]. Crystallization in

the presence of a sialic acid derivative revealed six

binding sites per dimer, all of which are found at

dimer interfaces. Indeed mutation of residues involved

in dimerization, and those that form any of the three

sialic acid binding sites, reduced EBA-175 binding to

erythrocytes.3 In addition, a recent structure of EBA-

175 in complex with a Fab fragment from an inhibi-

tory monoclonal antibody shows the antibody to inter-

act with residues in both the sialic acid binding and

dimerization sites, holding the molecule in a mono-

meric conformation and preventing ligand binding.42

A distinct invasion receptor is involved in host

cell invasion by Plasmodium vivax. This parasite

infects reticulocytes rather than erythrocytes, through

binding of a single DBL domain containing protein,

DBP to the tyrosine sulphated ectodomain of the retic-

ulocyte receptor DARC. The structure of DBP from P.

knowlesi, revealed a single DBL domain.4 A more

recent structure, from P. vivax showed a very similar

molecular architecture for the DBL monomer. How-

ever, this domain packed as a dimer in the crystal

with the dimerization interface forming a positively

charged groove that contains two sulphate-binding

sites.37 Mutagenesis, small angle x-ray scattering

and analytical ultracentriguation all suggested that

P. vivax DBP is predominantly monomeric in solution

and the presence of DARC induces dimerization.37

Although dimerization was proposed to be

“conserved in DBL-domain receptor engagement,”37

the glycophorin C binding EBL protein, EBA-140

shows no evidence of dimerization, either in the crys-

tal or in solution.36 A structure of EBA-140 bound to a

short carbohydrate also reveals a monomeric molecule

with two sialic acid binding sites in different places

from those found in EBA-175.43 An integrated set of

cellular and molecular studies are therefore needed to

determine whether invasion protein dimerization is

required on ligand binding in vivo, to see how univer-

sal it is, and to assess its functional consequences.

The multidomain PfEMP1 proteins

Around 60 genes encode PfEMP1s in each P. falcipa-

rum genome.44,45 Each PfEMP1 contains a large

extracellular ectodomain, linked through a single

transmembrane helix to a C-terminal cytoplasmic

region [Fig. 4(B)]. These ectodomains are built from

individual domains of two types: the DBL and CIDR

domains. A DBL-CIDR di-domain is present at the

N-terminus of nearly all of the ectodomains, followed

by different combinations of DBLs and CIDRs. Com-

putational studies have suggested that the

“modules” from which the PfEMP1 proteins are built

are often tandem domain combinations that are

maintained through evolution, rather than single

domains.45 In the seven genomes analyzed in this

study, 22 such “domain cassettes” were identified,

Figure 4. Higher order organization in DBL domain containing proteins. A: EBA-175 contains two DBL domains and forms a

homodimer in the crystal. Sialic acid binding sites are located at the dimerization interface, suggesting the dimer to be the func-

tional unit. B: An envelope derived from small angle x-ray scattering data for the IT4var13 PfEMP1 reveals an elongated but rigid

structure. The structure of the DBL1-CIDR1 didomain of the var0 PfEMP1 protein also shows rigid organization of the two

domains into a single structural unit.
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containing different combinations of DBL and CIDR

domains and recombination that generates PfEMP1

diversity often retains these domain cassette units.

The DBL domains present in the PfEMP1s have

the same basic architecture as those from invasion

receptors. The CIDR domains are smaller, with the

two available crystal structures showing significant

differences (Fig. 5). In both cases, the domain is

built upon a core three a-helical bundle with simi-

larity to subdomain 3 of a DBL domain.41,46 How-

ever, the MC179 CIDR domain adopts an “open” V-

shaped architecture with the loop between the sec-

ond and third helices folding into three short a-

helices that lie at approximately 90� to the main

bundle.46 In contrast, in the structure of the N-

terminal DBL1-CIDR1 didomain of var0, the CIDR

domain forms a compact a-helical bundle. This packs

tightly against the DBL domain through an addi-

tional region containing a four-stranded anti-parallel

b-sheet.41 Whether different CIDR domains adopt

different architectures, or whether truncation of the

MC179 CIDR domain or the crystallization condi-

tions have caused this structure to spread apart,

remains to be seen and will require the determina-

tion of more CIDR structures, alone and in complex

with their ligands.

Higher order organization in the PfEMP1s

The modular nature of the PfEMP1s naturally led to

the suggestion that they operate as strings of dis-

tinct ligand binding modules. Indeed, binding prop-

erties were ascribed to a variety of single domains,

with, for example, ICAM-1 shown to bind to DBLb

domains and the CD36-interaction mapped to a sub-

set of CIDRa domains.47,48 A number of recent stud-

ies have therefore used biophysical tools to compare

the ligand-binding affinities of individual PfEMP1

domains with the binding behaviour of intact ectodo-

mains and to assess whether individual domains do

indeed mediate binding. The first such study investi-

gated the intact var2csa ectodomain, showing it to

have a greater affinity and specificity for chondoitin

sulphate A (CSA) than individual component “CSA-

binding” domains.40 This led to the suggestion of

higher-order architecture in this protein, with multi-

ple domains coming together to generate specific

binding site. Indeed, small angle x-ray scattering

(SAXS) studies showed that the domains of var2csa

fold together to adopt a compact architecture.49,50

More recent studies reveal that CSA binding is medi-

ated predominantly by the DBL2 domain, together

with flanking sequences, and that this domain lies at

the tip of this folded ectodomain structure.49

In contrast, affinities of the entire IT4var13 and

IT4var20 PfEMP1 ectodomains for ICAM-151 and

EPCR,35 respectively, are extremely similar to those

of individual domains (CIDRa to ECPR and DBLb

to ICAM-1), suggesting that these PfEMP1s are

modular in nature. SAXS analysis of one such ecto-

domain [Fig. 4(B)], IT4var13, in the presence of

ICAM-1, confirmed this view, revealing a single

Figure 5. The structure of the CIDR domain. The structures

of CIDR domains from A. MC179 and B. var0. The three main

helices of the core helical bundle are colored dark blue, light

blue, and red. Three additional helices form in the loop that

emerges from this core helical bundle and are colored green,

yellow, and beige. In var0 the N-terminal b-strands are shown

in teal. C: Alignment of the two CIDR domains with MC179 in

red and var0 in blue. This reveals the conserved organization

of the three-helical bundle and the divergent organization of

the loop helices.
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protrusion for bound ICAM-1 emerging from the

elongated ectodomain structure.51 Nevertheless, this

ectodomain is not flexible, adopting a very similar

architecture in the presence and absence of ligand.51

This rigid architecture could be advantageous to the

parasite as it will reduce the surface area of the pro-

tein exposed to immune recognition and also ensure

presentation of the N-terminal ligand binding do-

mains away from the membrane surface.

While only two ectodomains have been structur-

ally characterized by SAXS, it seems likely that

var2csa is an outlier, with the need to bind to a flex-

ible and complex carbohydrate substrate leading to

an unusual architecture. Most PfEMP1s are likely

to adopt an elongated architecture, presenting indi-

vidual binding sites for protein ligands on individual

domains.

Finding binding sites in variable ectodomains

The PfEMP1s exist under conflicting selection pres-

sure. They diversify to enable immune evasion, and

yet maintain the ability to bind human receptors, pre-

sumably by retaining a binding surface with conserved

chemical properties. However, the identification of such

a surface in the extremely divergent domains has pro-

ven a significant challenge. Even after a comprehensive

classification of CIDR domains into CD36 binders and

non-binders, mutation of three of the residues that

characterised the binders only reduced CD36 binding to

67% of wildtype.52 For ICAM-1 binding PfEMP1s,

mutagenesis has been more successful, with alteration

of multiple residues located at the convex side on the

domain, contributed from both subdomains 2 and 3,

abolishing binding.53 Future studies will require crystal

structures of PfEMP1 domains in complex with these

protein receptors, providing a more detailed under-

standing of the nature of these conserved binding sites

and revealing the degree to which sequence conserva-

tion is required.

Conclusions
Surface proteins lie at the heart of the conflict

between parasite and host. They are essential for

ligand binding processes in host cell invasion, avoid-

ance of innate immunity and nutrient uptake, requir-

ing conservation of key binding surfaces. In contrast,

their exposure to the host adaptive immune system

provides a pressure towards antigenic variation to

avoid immunoglobulin binding. In this review we

have considered two such protein families, the three-

helical bundles of the trypanosome surface and the

DBL domains used by Plasmodium, showing some of

the ways in which diversification of a basic protein

fold can allow the development of different properties

to facilitate parasite survival.

Structural studies of the trypanosome VSGs led

to the conclusion that “the African trypanosomal

antigens accomplish antigenic variation through the

variation of sequence and limited conformational

modification and not by gross alteration of

structure.”11 More recent studies have shown fur-

ther diversification of this basic fold to allow the

development of ligand binding in proteins that bind

nutrients or innate immune factors. Furthermore, a

more simple monomeric, and probably ancestral,

three-helical bundle architecture is found in recep-

tors such as that for haptoglobin-haemoglobin.

Similarly, the DBL domains from Plasmodium

have remarkably conserved folds, despite significant

sequence diversity. These have been used in a vari-

ety of different ways to develop novel binding func-

tion. They can be linked together in extended

arrays, as seen in many PfEMP1s, can act as indi-

vidual binding modules as in DBP, or can fold into a

compact architecture as in var2csa. They can also

dimerise around ligands, as seen in some of the

invasion proteins, not only creating a binding sur-

face, but potentially providing the opportunity to

contribute to cellular signaling.

Certain themes are common to both families.

Both proteins are built on an a-helical architecture,

with the versatility of this structural element allow-

ing extensive sequence variation without disruption

of protein fold. Both folds also show an increased

pressure towards complexity for proteins that are

under increased exposure to the immune system.

Therefore, VSGs and PfEMP1s, proteins that are

constantly exposed to the host immunoglobulins,

have more sequence variation and loop complexity

than proteins that are transiently exposed such as

the Plasmodium invasion receptors and the trypano-

some receptors.

Many questions remain. In Plasmodium, struc-

tural studies are required to demonstrate how highly

divergent PfEMP1 sequences can generate binding

sites that interact with the same essential human

ligands. In trypanosomes, experiments are needed to

show how receptors interact with their ligands, and

how these binding sites are arranged in the context

of the VSG layer. Answers to these questions will

help us to understand the molecular details of host-

parasite interactions and will guide the development

of therapeutics to target the conserved protein surfa-

ces and to tackle parasitic disease.
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